MAGIC DANCE

Steady Rock beat

You remind me of the Babe (What Babe?) The Babe with the power (What power?) The

power of voodoo (Who do?) You do (Do what?) Remind me of the Babe I saw my

baby crying hard as baby could cry. What could I do?

baby trying hard as baby could try. What could I do?
My baby's love had gone and left my baby blue; nobody knew.
What kind of magic spell to use, slime and snails or puppy dog tails thunder or lightning? Then baby said:
Dance magic dance.

Dance the magic dance.

Jump magic jump.

Jump the magic jump.

Put that baby spell on me.

Slap that baby, make him free!
I saw my
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dance, dance, dance, dance.
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Dance the magic dance.
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Dance the magic dance.
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Dance the magic dance.
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Dance, dance, dance, dance.
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Jump the magic jump.

Jump the magic jump.
You remind me of the babe. (What babe?) The babe with the power (What power?) The power of voodoo. (Who do?) You do (Do what?) Remind me of the babe. Dance the magic dance...

oo - oo - oo dance the magic
do - oo - oo
dance the magic
do - oo - oo
dance the magic

What kind of magic
When the sun goes down,
Don't got no problems,
So when things get too tough
and the bats are back
and you've got no

I get out of my dirty bed
ain't got no real estate or jewelry or
gold mines to hang me up.
I shake my pretty little
luck heh heh,
I just throw in my
we can show you a good

to bed
suit-case,
dragging on the ground,
the brothers come 'round,
ain't got no clothes to worry about,
and even down looks up

I ain't got no

Drive you crazy, really lazy, eye rollin', funky strolin' ball playin', hip swayin',
trouble makin', booty shakin', trippin' passin' jumpin' bouncing
driv' in', styl' in', creep' ing, bounc' ing, shout' in', scream' in', dou' ble deal' in',

rock' in', roll' in' and a reel' in' with the mack' in' sex ap' peel' in'. Can you dig our groo' vy feel' in'?

down, chil' ly down with the fire gang,

think small with the fire gang, bad hep with the
AS THE WORLD FALLS DOWN
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There's such a sad fooled love... heart... I'll spin you deep in your eyes... a kind of beat ing so fast... in search of mornings of gold... I'll spin you val en tine even... nings, though we're
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pale new jewel... o pen and close... we're choos ing a path... I'll place the strangers 'til now... a love that will last... be tween the stars. I'll lay my
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There's such a sky within your eyes.

As the pain sweeps through, makes no sense for you, every

moon within your heart.

Thrill has gone, wasn't too much fun at all.

But I'll be there for you. As the world falls
Dmaj7

Makes no sense at all,
makes no sense to fall.
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As the world falls down.
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WITHIN YOU

Freely

With a steady beat
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Now you've turned... my world, you precious thing,

Instrumental ad lib.

You starve and near exhaust me.

Every thing I've
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I can't live within you.
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UNDERGROUND

Moderately (J = 104)

No one can blame you
for walking a way,

but too much protection,
you'll find someone true (down underground.) Down
in the
underground
(whoa) a land serene of crystal blue.
Ah hah It's only
forever,
not long at all.
Day, nothin' ever hurts again.

Daddy, daddy, get me out of here, ah-hah, I'm underground.

Crystal sister, please take me down,

Ah-hah, I'm underground.

Daddy, daddy, get me out of
No one can blame you for walking a way,
but too much protection, no love in...
But down in the underground (whoa)...

you'll find someone true (down underground). Down in the

underground (whoa) a land serene of crystal blue.

Ah hah... It's only...
Ah-hah, I'm underground.
Ah-hah, I'm underground.

Daddy, daddy, please.
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Repeat and Fade
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